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A B S T R A C T

When approaching a clustering problem, such as during persona development, selecting the most appropriate
algorithm and parameter combination is essential. The hyperparameter tuning process required to determine
the best combination is often tedious and thus automated through evaluation metrics. However, there are
no ground truth values available for the empirical evaluation of clustering algorithms and existing internal
metrics cannot comment on the quality of a set of clusters for their proposed use case. This paper presents a
semi-automated framework for the hyperparameter tuning of clustering algorithms for persona development,
HyPersona, which minimises the manual intervention required through simple evaluation and the production of
informative graphs and early-stage personas. Within HyPersona, an internal metric focused on aspects necessary
to developing quality persons, average feature significance (AFS), is proposed to assist in the evaluation of
results. HyPersona was validated through application to a real-world persona development problem, evaluating
the three most widely used clustering algorithms for persona development. HyPersona was compared to existing
hyperparameter tuning and persona development methods and developed personas of a comparable quality
whilst reducing manual intervention. The proposed internal metric, AFS, was found to provide a unique insight
into the performance of cluster sets for persona development.
1. Introduction

Clustering is an area of unsupervised machine learning that attempts
to find structure in unstructured data by creating groups of similar
values [1,2]. There are numerous approaches to clustering, and each is
proficient at finding clusters of a particular nature. One of the primary
challenges of clustering is that algorithm selection can have a drastic
impact on the clusters developed and the performance of a particular
algorithm is often dependent on the nature of the clusters in the
data [1]. Even two similar algorithms may find completely different sets
of clusters in the same data set [1]. Furthermore, clustering algorithms
are notoriously difficult to evaluate as, generally, there is no ground
truth available and multiple sets of clusters created from the same data
set could be equally valid [1].

One prominent example of a clustering problem is persona develop-
ment. A persona is a description of a fictitious person used to describe
analytical data and customer segments in a manner that emphasises
human attributes and empathy [3,4]. Traditionally, personas are used
during design or marketing to represent a particular type of target
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user [3]. More recently, personas have moved from consumer market-
ing into a wider variety of industries, with personas commonly playing
an integral role in the design and development of human–computer
interfaces [3]. The strength of personas comes from their ability to
humanise data and communicate information without the need for
domain-specific jargon [3]

Manual persona development is both time and resource intensive,
and often requires a high level of specialisation to perform [5,6]. Not
only does the high cost of persona development act as a barrier to
persona use, but the cost also makes maintaining and updating personas
difficult [5,6]. There has been a push towards more automated persona
development methods to address the weaknesses of manual persona
development [5,6]. However, one of the major criticisms of automated
and semi-automated persona development methods is that they cannot
capture the complex concepts and nuance that are key aspects of man-
ually developed personas [5,6]. Current semi-automated approaches
often rely heavily on manual guidance before a clustering algorithm
is applied to the data and further input through feedback from a
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subject-matter expert (SME) or interviews with audience segment rep-
resentatives are sought to capture the depth expected of personas [5–7].
Most of these automated and semi-automated approaches rely on a
small, popular selection of clustering algorithms with little documented
analysis performed before selecting a clustering algorithm, meaning the
differing qualities of clustering algorithms are not being employed [6,
7].

The selection of a clustering algorithm and the algorithm param-
eters, a process known as hyperparameter tuning, is a considerable
challenge when applying a clustering solution to real-world problems.
Multiple iterations and considerable domain knowledge are often re-
quired to find an optimal algorithm configuration, and the process is
often long and tedious [8,9]. Hyperparameter tuning is often auto-
mated in supervised problems, where the ground truth values are avail-
able. However, automated hyperparameter tuning requires accurate
and objective evaluation metrics which are not available for clustering
problems due to their unsupervised nature. Evaluation of both cluster-
ing algorithms and persona sets poses considerable problems. Existing
methods of automated hyperparameter tuning for clustering algorithms
often rely upon internal evaluation metrics [8,10,11] or having some
ground truth labels available for external evaluation metrics [9,12].
However, internal evaluation metrics are often biased and do not give
a comprehensive view of cluster quality [13]. External metrics require
having some ground truth labels available, which moves the problem
into the semi-supervised space, and means the results cannot be directly
applied to unsupervised problems. Von Luxburg et al. [13] asserted that
clustering algorithms cannot be evaluated independently of the context
in which they will be used.

This study proposes a semi-automated clustering algorithm hy-
perparameter tuning framework designed for persona development,
HyPersona, to begin to resolve the challenges with the tuning of
clustering algorithms for automated persona development. The HyPer-
sona framework performs an exhaustive grid search over a range of
clustering algorithms and parameter combinations, determining and
outputting relevant information, graphs, and primitive personas for
each combination, which can then be used to identify the most ap-
propriate algorithm. The HyPersona framework also applies simple
evaluation, comparing the internal metrics of the resulting clusters to
a set of predefined thresholds and dropping any results that do not
meet the threshold to narrow down the valid algorithm–parameter
combinations and reduce the amount of manual intervention required.
To further assist in relevant cluster evaluation an additional internal
metric, Average Feature Significance (AFS), was developed based on
the premise that quality personas should have unique attributes and be
significantly different from each other.

HyPersona was demonstrated and evaluated through application to
data on cyclone preparatory behaviour, with the aim of the personas to
facilitate targeted messaging around cyclone preparation behaviours in
North Queensland (NQ), Australia. Domain-specific evaluation of these
personas requires that the personas align with the behavioural theory
around the performance of damage mitigation behaviours and repre-
sent the residents’ perceptions and attitudes. The three most prominent
algorithms in automated and semi-automated persona development
were compared by HyPersona; (1) k-means [14–17]; (2) Agglomerative
Hierarchical Clustering (AHC); and (3) Non-negative Matrix Factoriza-
tion (NMF) [18]. The results of HyPersona were compared with the
results of a fully automated hyperparameter tuning framework based
on internal evaluation metrics.

A total of 12 algorithm–parameter combinations based on the three
algorithms were tested. Five (41.6%) of the 12 algorithm–parameter
combinations tested were ruled out during simple evaluation, which
greatly reduced the amount of manual evaluation required. All the
algorithm–parameter combinations that were ruled out were confirmed
to have been invalid choices for the use case. Through manual domain-
specific evaluation k-means with random initialisation was the
2

algorithm–parameter combination selected as the best performer and
a set of personas was developed from the results.

The internal metric introduced in this paper, AFS, was found to be a
useful indicator of the quality of a cluster set for persona development
and gave alternate insights into cluster quality to existing internal
metrics. The HyPersona framework was found to develop a better set of
personas for the use case than a completely automated hyperparameter
tuning framework based on a singular internal metric. HyPersona was
also compared to an existing semi-automated hyperparameter tuning
framework for clustering algorithm, Hypercluster [10], and was found
to facilitate a more efficient evaluation and algorithm selection process.

Although targeted towards persona development, the HyPersona
framework has implications for the broader scope of clustering algo-
rithm applications, primarily through providing a model that facilitates
domain-specific evaluation and proposing a new internal metric. The
HyPersona also demonstrates that clustering algorithms can identify
clusters that reflect complex factors, such as perceptions and attitudes,
with minimal manual intervention. In summary, this paper presents
several key contributions:

• HyPersona, a framework for use-case focused semi-automated
hyperparameter tuning of clustering algorithms that extends on
existing ideas and approaches.

• A methodology for semi-automated persona development that
focuses on the impact of algorithm choice.

• An internal evaluation metric for clustering algorithms that re-
wards cluster centroids that are significantly different to each
other, an element important for quality persona development
amongst other use-cases.

• The HyPersona framework is applied to a real-world use case and
evaluated in comparison to existing methods of hyperparameter
tuning and persona development.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
discusses the related work and motivation behind HyPersona. Section 3
details the HyPersona framework. Section 4 describes the case study
and parameters used. Section 5 gives the results of the case study.
Section 6 discusses the results in terms of the research questions. Then
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

2.1. Clustering algorithms

This study focuses on the three algorithms identified as most widely
used within the persona development field [19].

K-means K-means is one of the most widely used and well-known
clustering algorithms [1]. The premise of k-means is to partition
the data set to identify the optimal centroids. The optimal
centroids are identified through an iterative process of assigning
each data point to its closest centroid, creating the clusters,
and then updating the centroid to the cluster mean until the
centroids no longer change [14–17]. There are many popular it-
erations of k-means, one of the most popular is k-means++ [20],
which selects the initial centroid values based on their distance
from existing centroids rather than randomly, as in the original
algorithm.

Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC) AHC algorithms are
depicted as a binary tree, which can be split at any point to cre-
ate the desired number of clusters, and is either agglomerative or
divisive [1,2,21,22]. AHC starts with each data point as its own
cluster and recursively combines the two most similar clusters
until all the data points are in a single cluster [1,2,21,22].
AHC is often defined in terms of the linkage used, which is

the metric used to determine the similarity of two clusters.
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The linkages used in this paper are: (1) Ward’s linkage [23],
which measures the within-cluster variance; (2) complete link-
age, which measures the maximum distance between points in a
pair of clusters; (3) average linkage, which measures the average
distance between each value in each cluster; and (4) single
linkage, which measures the minimum distance between points
in a pair of clusters.

Non-negative Matrix Factorisation (NMF) NMF finds a pair of non-
negative matrices, 𝑊 and 𝐻 , whose product approximates the
non-negative matrix of the data set [18]. Each row in 𝑊 repre-
sents a data-point in terms of its importance to component 𝑐, and
each row in 𝐻 gives the importance of a feature for component
𝑐 [18]. By setting the number of components to the number
of clusters desired, clusters can be created by determining the
component each data-point has the strongest affinity for Lee and
Seung [18]. There are two primary solvers used for NMF: the CD
solver [24], and the MU solver [25].

2.2. Cluster evaluation

There are two general categories of cluster evaluation metrics,
internal and external [2,21]. Additionally, there are also meta-criteria
that can be used to evaluate the quality of a clustering algorithm [13].

2.2.1. Internal evaluation metrics
Internal methods measure the cluster quality with similarity met-

rics, usually measuring: the inter-cluster separability; the intra-cluster
homogeneity; or a combination of both [21]. Internal evaluation met-
rics can be useful but tell very little about the clusters developed and
whether one algorithm is better than another is [13]. Most internal
metrics favour particular types of clustering algorithms making them
quite biased [13]. For example, a metric measuring inter-cluster sepa-
rability will prefer an algorithm with a similar basis, such as k-means,
while a metric measuring the intra-cluster homogeneity will prefer a
density-based algorithm.

During this study, three popular internal metrics are used as part of
the HyPersona framework:

Silhouette Coefficient (SC) [26] The SC is based on how well de-
fined the clusters are, taking the intra-cluster distances and the
distances between a given cluster and the next closest cluster
into account. SC scores are bounded between −1 and 1, where
−1 represents incorrect or overlapping clusters, and 1 represents
dense, well-separated clusters.

Calinski–Harabasz Index (CHI) [27] The CHI also attempts to score
a set of clusters based on cluster definition, using the ratio of
the sum of between-cluster dispersion and the within-cluster
dispersion. Higher CHI scores relate to better defined clusters,
and the values are not bounded.

Davies–Bouldin Index (DBI) [28] The DBI evaluates a set of clusters
on how well separated they are, taking both the distance be-
tween clusters and cluster size into account. Lower DBI scores
represent more distinct cluster partitions, with 0 being the best
possible score.

2.2.2. External evaluation metrics
External cluster evaluation metrics compare the results of a given

clustering algorithm to a set of ‘‘correct" clusters. However, there are
several problems with testing accuracy. A set of classes may be based on
theoretical differences that are not sufficiently represented in the data,
or do not reflect the ‘‘best" or most ‘‘natural" clusters [13,29]. Within
one data set there may be multiple correct sets of clusters, meaning
just because an algorithm does not find the expected clustering, does
not necessarily mean that the algorithm did not find a valid set of clus-
ters [29]. As there are no correct answers available in real-world data
sets, external evaluation is not representative of real-world problem
3

areas [13].
2.2.3. Meta-criteria
Meta-criteria can be useful in determining the quality of a clustering

algorithm rather than the quality of the cluster set developed. Stability
is a popular method of evaluation. If a clustering algorithm re-run on
the same data consistently develops the same clusters the algorithm is
considered stable [13]. Unstable algorithms are considered unreliable,
and generally unsuitable for further use [13]. Using statistical tests
to determine if the clusters developed differ significantly from each
other can also be useful. If a test finds a pair of clusters do not
deviate from each other, the algorithm has likely identified overlapping
clusters rather than the desired, well-separated clusters [13]. A meta-
criterion used in HyPersona is cluster size, as small clusters cannot be
representative of a significant portion of the population, instead, they
are likely to represent outliers, which is not often the desired result of
persona development.

2.3. Hyperparameter tuning for clustering algorithms

The selection of an algorithm and parameters, a process known
as hyperparameter tuning, is a considerable challenge when applying
clustering to a real-world problem as the selection of algorithm and
parameters has a significant impact on the clusters developed. Due
to the difficulties surrounding the evaluation of clustering algorithms,
the process of hyperparameter tuning for clustering algorithms is often
a tedious [8,9]. The effect of hyperparameters on clustering results
cannot be described through a convex function, meaning inferences
about the effect of the hyperparameters cannot be drawn, exacerbating
the tedium of hyperparameter tuning as an exhaustive grid search is
thus required [10].

Existing methods, such as the Hypercluster package [10], rely on
internal metrics and user interpretation to determine the best perform-
ing algorithm. Hypercluster uses the SC, DBI, and CHI as well as cluster
sizes as internal metrics when no ground truth values are available,
then visualisation tools, such as heat maps, can be employed to de-
termine which set of hyperparameters performed better overall [10].
Other methods for hyperparameter tuning of clustering algorithms are
similar, either relying on an existing internal metric or moving the
problem into the supervised or semi-supervised space by using ground
truth values and external metrics.

2.4. Automated persona development

Persona development approaches vary along a scale from com-
pletely manual to almost completely automated. Historically most per-
sona development approaches have been manual, based on rich qual-
itative data, such as data from interviews or in-depth case studies,
and utilising the deep interpretation and extrapolation able to be
performed during the manual persona creation process [5,6]. An au-
tomated approach uses a clustering algorithm or similar as part of
a framework to develop fully realised personas, which results in a
quicker and less resource-intensive persona development process [5,6].
However, the automated approach has been criticised as unable to
capture the complex concepts and opinions that make personas so
valuable [5,6]. Semi-automated approaches are everything between
the manual and automated methods, from almost completely manual
methods with the addition of statistical insights to almost fully auto-
mated methods that only rely on manual intervention to polish the
final personas [5,6]. Semi-automated persona development methods
can benefit from the strengths of both manual and automated methods,
however, often fall into the pitfalls associated with each, such as a time
and resource-intensive process and more shallow personas.

The trends within persona development literature are beginning
to favour automated or semi-automated approaches [7]. Though ap-
proaches are rarely near fully automated, instead semi-automated ap-
proaches rely on manual creation of personas and/or prior data ma-

nipulation to mitigate the shallowness of automated results [7]. To
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develop deeper personas with automated methods Salminen et al. [7]
suggest the use of more complex computational techniques, such as
using multiple techniques to identify different elements of a persona.
However, to treat the different elements of an individual’s behaviours
or perceptions as distinct would be a flawed approach, as psychological
theory and findings report that elements of an individual do influence
each other and cannot be easily separated.

The majority of automated or semi-automated persona develop-
ment approaches rely on one of a small set of clustering algorithms
with limited prior analysis towards algorithm choice [7,19]. Assess-
ing the performance of a wider range of clustering algorithms prior
to automated or semi-automated persona development may assist in
developing deeper and more nuanced personas by taking advantage
of the differing nature of clustering algorithms. With a wider range
of clustering algorithms and informed selection of the most appropri-
ate algorithm, the need for more complicated approaches to persona
development can be avoided.

Similar to cluster evaluation, persona evaluation is difficult due
to there being no ‘correct’ answer. As a result, the evaluation and
validation of automated and semi-automated persona development
approaches tend to be informal and limited [7]. Other evaluation
methods include further interviews or case studies with the participants
or purely quantitative methods, such as the average Euclidean distance
between personas [7]. In the current study, the personas will be evalu-
ated based on how well they reflect behavioural theory and hold up to
domain-specific evaluation.

3. Hypersona framework overview

The core of the HyPersona framework is to perform an exhaustive
grid search over a range of algorithm and parameter combinations,
calculate relevant metrics to be used for simple evaluation, and then
output information on each combination that can be used to identify
the most appropriate algorithm. HyPersona extends upon the semi-
automated clustering algorithm hyperparameter tuning framework pre-
viously presented in [30] through the application of thresholds to rule
out invalid cluster sets for persona development, the introduction of
AFS, and the creation of early-stage personas. Fig. 1 gives a graphical
overview of the automated portion of HyPersona.

HyPersona takes a dictionary that details each of the algorithms and
parameters to be tested, which is expanded into a list of all possible
algorithm and parameter combinations. The internal metrics, including
the AFS, are calculated for each algorithm–parameter combination and
then used to test the algorithm–parameter combination for validity
based on whether their internal metrics meet certain thresholds, with
any algorithm–parameter combinations that do not meet the threshold
being dropped. The internal metrics and results of the simple evaluation
are then outputted to a running CSV file which can be used to evalu-
ate the performance of individual algorithm–parameter combinations
and the overall algorithm performance. Graphs representing the key
features of the clusters and early-stage personas are developed for
each remaining algorithm–parameter combination to facilitate efficient
domain-specific evaluation. The current iteration of HyPersona has
been written in Python 3.8, utilising the many computer-science and
scientific libraries available.

3.1. Inputs and data prerequisites

Three main inputs can be passed to the HyPersona framework: (1)
the data to be clustered; (2) a dictionary of algorithms and parameters
to be tested; and, optionally, (3) a range of domain-specific information
to be used in outputs. Before running the HyPersona some initial testing
is required to configure the internal metric thresholds, as the values
considered acceptable can vary based on the data set used. The data
passed into HyPersona is expected to be clean, numeric data, free
of nulls. This is largely due to the requirements of many clustering
4

Fig. 1. A graphical representation of the automated portion of the HyPersona
framework.

algorithms not handling non-numeric or null data. Domain-specific
information can be passed into HyPersona to determine which features
are included in the graphs and acronyms can be provided to simplify
the graphs. Key features that should always be included in the early-
stage personas developed, such as demographic factors, can also be
defined. Finally, aggregate features can be set, where outputs should
also include the average of a selection of features. The aggregate
features do not affect the clustering process, they are only to give more
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Fig. 2. The schema for the algorithm dictionary.

oncise outputs where there are multiple features relating to a single
actor.

The algorithm dictionary details every clustering algorithm and
arameter to be considered and assigns an identifier to each set.
yPersona uses the identifier alongside a number to represent each
arameter combination to act as a unique identifier of an algorithm–
arameter combination. The schema for the algorithm map is given in
ig. 2.

Each entry in the map applies to one clustering algorithm that can
e provided as a class, which is the standard for the sklearn library,
r a function, which is the standard for the pyclustering library. The
ype parameter defines what type of algorithm definition is given.
hen the type is ensemble value instead of including the algorithm and

arameters directly, the map will include a set of dictionaries for each
f the algorithms and parameters to be used as part of the ensemble.
he params value contains another map of each parameter and the
otential values to be used.

.2. The framework core

The core of the HyPersona framework is an exhaustive grid search
hat runs each algorithm–parameter combination and outputs infor-
ation about the results that can then be used to select the most

ppropriate algorithm. HyPersona first gets each possible algorithm–
arameter combination from the algorithm dictionary and assigns it a
nique identifier (id). The next step is to run each algorithm–parameter
ombination on the data and calculate the internal metrics of the
luster set results. The internal metrics are then compared to a set
f predefined thresholds, with the cluster sets that do not meet the
hresholds being dropped.

The internal metrics used are SC, CHI, and DBI, as well as the
roposed, purpose-specific internal metric, AFS. The internal metrics
ere selected as they all primarily measure the separability and defi-
ition of the clusters, with poor values usually indicating overlapping
r indistinct clusters which are factors that are also important to
ersona development. As well as the internal metrics, the cluster size is
onsidered. As the desired personas would reflect the common, signif-
cant attitudes and beliefs within the population, rather than outlying
pinions, the clusters should each contain a significant portion of the
opulation.

The internal metrics of all algorithm–parameter combinations are
utputted to a running CSV file (metrics.csv), for algorithm–parameter
ombinations that were dropped, the details of the threshold they did
ot meet are also included. For the algorithm–parameter combinations
hat were not dropped, graphs representing the cluster centroids and
arly-stage personas are developed. The graphs display the number of
tandard deviations each feature of the cluster centroid is from the pop-
lation mean. When set, only key features are included in the graph and
cronyms are used when available. A separate graph is given for each
luster centroid, and an SVG file containing the graphs is saved for the
lgorithm–parameter combination using the id ([id].csv). Similarly, the
arly-stage personas list all the values found to significantly differ from
he population mean or between cluster centroids. For each feature the
ean value for the cluster, the population mean, and the number of
5

standard deviations the cluster mean differs from the population mean
is listed. The early-stage personas are saved to a text file using the id
([id]_personas.txt).

3.3. Average feature significance

Alongside existing internal metrics, HyPersona uses a new internal
metric specifically designed to target the elements important to devel-
oping quality personas, Average Feature Significance (AFS). The AFS
metric is based on the premise that personas within a set of personas
should have unique attributes and differ significantly from one another.
As such, the value of AFS is based on the statistical significance of the
features of each cluster centroid.

AFS gives the average number of features in a cluster that signif-
icantly differ from either the population mean or the other clusters.
When the list of clusters is given as 𝑐 = {𝑐1,… , 𝑐𝑛} and the distinct
pairs of clusters, 𝑛𝐶2, are given as 𝑝 = {𝑝1..., 𝑝𝑚}. Let 𝑡1(𝑐𝑖, 𝜇) return
he number of features in the cluster, 𝑐𝑖, that are significantly different
ompared to the mean 𝜇 using a one-sample t-test and 𝑡2(𝑝𝑖) return the
umber of features that are significantly different between a pair of
lusters, 𝑝𝑖, using a two-sample t-test. Then, AFS can be defined as:

𝐹𝑆 =

∑𝑛
𝑖+1 𝑡1(𝑐𝑖, 𝜇) +

∑𝑚
𝑗+1 𝑡2(𝑝𝑖)

𝑛 + 𝑚
(1)

A feature is considered statistically significant if it has a 𝑝-value less
than 0.05. The AFS is not bounded but will always be greater than 0,
with higher values meaning that, on average, the features of the clusters
are more significantly different.

3.4. Manual evaluation and persona creation

The final aspect of the HyPersona framework is to use the outputs
to facilitate the manual, domain-specific evaluation of the algorithm–
parameter combinations so that the most appropriate
algorithm–parameter combination can be selected. There can be multi-
ple valid clusterings of one data set, and internal metrics can be biased
towards particular clustering algorithms, rewarding algorithms based
on similar premises. For example, the SC is generally higher for convex
clusters, meaning algorithms, like k-means, that tend to develop convex
clusters are more likely to perform well. Thus, the top performing
algorithm–parameter combination according to the internal metrics
should not be automatically chosen. Instead, the internal metrics are
used as guides to direct which cluster sets should be considered first.
As AFS was developed with the goals of persona development in mind,
AFS is used as the primary indicator of the quality of a cluster set for
persona development.

Some domain-specific expertise is required to evaluate the results,
and if key features are being used some domain-specific expertise may
also be required to identify which features qualify. The process of
domain-specific evaluation will differ depending on the use case. How-
ever, HyPersona is designed to make evaluation more straightforward
with graphs and simple metrics.

Identifying algorithm–parameter combinations that have developed
significantly similar cluster sets is one of the first steps during domain-
specific evaluation. A pair of cluster sets are significantly similar if they
are identical, or the differences between the cluster sets would not
affect the interpretation of the clusters during persona development.
The graphs developed by HyPersona allow for efficient comparison of
cluster sets to determine similarity. When two cluster sets are signifi-
cantly similar, the internal metrics determine which cluster set would
be used.

Once the domain-specific evaluation has been used to determine
the best performing algorithm–parameter combination, the early-stage
personas are then used as a base for the fully realised personas. The
early-stage persona files are simple to allow for the results to be trans-

ferred into any desired persona format, with the focus on the features
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Table 1
Algorithm parameter combinations and unique identifiers.

ID Parameters

AHC based algorithm–parameter combinations

agg_heir_v0 linkage: Ward’s [23]
agg_heir_v1 linkage: complete
agg_heir_v2 linkage: average
agg_heir_v3 linkage: single

K-means based algorithm–parameter combinations

kmeans_v0 initialization: k-means++ [20]
kmeans_v1 initialization: random

NMF based algorithm–parameter combinations

nmf_v0 solver: cd [24], iterations: 100
nmf_v1 solver: cd [24], iterations: 500
nmf_v2 solver: cd [24], iterations:

1000
nmf_v3 solver: mu [25], iterations:

100
nmf_v4 solver: mu [25], iterations:

500
nmf_v5 solver: mu [25], iterations:

1000

that significantly differ for each cluster and the features predetermined
to be important for the persona creation. The early-stage personas
minimise the amount of data interpretation required during the persona
creation phase.

4. Hypersona case study

To evaluate the HyPersona framework it was applied to a real-world
use case for personas. The selected use case requires a set of personas to
target communication around cyclone damage mitigation behaviours.
The HyPersona evaluation was designed to answer a set of research
questions:

RQ1 How effective is the use of thresholds based on internal metrics
at ruling out algorithm–parameter combinations?

RQ2 Is AFS a useful internal metric that provides alternate insights to
existing internal metrics?

RQ3 How does the selection of algorithm–parameter combination based
on the HyPersona framework differ from that based on an auto-
mated framework using an internal metric?

4.1. Algorithms and parameters

The algorithms selected to be compared were the three most promi-
nent algorithms within the persona development field [19]: k-means,
AHC, and NMF. The details of the algorithms and parameters used are
given in Section 2.1.

Table 1 gives the specifics of each of the algorithm–parameter com-
binations and the id assigned. Based on inferences from behavioural
models and requirements, the only number of clusters, k, used was 3.

4.2. Case study background

Tropical Cyclones form over the warm waters close to the equator,
resulting in areas such as North Queensland (NQ), Australia, frequently
experiencing cyclones during the summer months. In a recent survey,
nearly all NQ residents (92%) reported having experienced at least one
cyclone, with almost a third (29%) having experienced more than 5
cyclones [31]. Risk mitigation strategies can help reduce cyclone dam-
age to structures, from simple, low-cost actions such as tidying a yard
or securing loose outdoor items, to more difficult and costly actions
such as adding structural upgrades to homes. Understandably, people
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are more likely to undertake the simple low-cost options, than the more
Table 2
Key aggregate behavioural features and acronyms used.

Acronym Feature description

Eff Encompasses the perceived effectiveness of cyclone
shutters to reduce damage, keep their family safe,
increase property value, and for other purposes.

C Encompasses financial, time, effort, and knowledge
cost of having cyclone shutters installed.

PR Encompasses the perceived personal risk of a
cyclone; how the individual’s daily life, job, mental
health, and physical health would be affected.

GR Encompasses the perceived general risk of a
cyclone, the likelihood of catastrophic destruction,
widespread death, the financial threat, and the
threat to future generations.

difficult, high-cost options, despite the more expensive methods being
highly effective [31,32].

To ensure that those living in NQ and the surrounding regions
undertake all possible measures to protect both themselves and their
property effective communication and education are required. As indi-
viduals have different perceptions surrounding mitigation behaviours,
segmenting the audience into personas based on underlying motivators
can allow for more effective communication targeting. As such, per-
sonas developed for this purpose can be evaluated based on how well
they align with behavioural models that attempt to reflect the processes
that determine the intent of an individual to perform a particular
behaviour.

One of the most prominent behavioural models that focus on the
performance of protective actions in response to and leading up to
natural disasters is the Protective Action Decision Model (PADM) [33–
35]. The PADM was selected based on the model’s has been successfully
applied to explain motivation to perform cyclone damage mitigation
behaviours, and the model’s history of being used to design and target
messaging around protective behaviours [36–38]. The PADM proposes
that an individual’s exposure to, knowledge of, and the amount of
attention paid to the risk play a role in protective action motivation as
part of a pre-decisional phase [34,35]. The individual’s motivation to
perform the protective action is then suggested to be based on three key
factors: (1) their perception of the threat itself, such as likelihood and
severity; (2) their perception of the protective action, such as efficacy
and cost; and (3) their perception of key stakeholders [34,35].

4.3. Case study data

This study used survey responses from 519 NQ residents on cyclone
preparatory behaviours, psychological characteristics, and demograph-
ics [31]. Informed consent was obtained before any data was collected
and all possible steps were taken to protect the privacy of the individ-
uals who participated. The survey covered key elements identified as
part of the risk mitigation decision process, as well as the likelihood
that they will perform some risk mitigation behaviours, as well as
more general demographic details [31]. The data was prepared by first
converting any non-numeric features either through directly mapping
the values, i.e. {None, Low, Moderate, High} = {0, 1, 2, 3}, or one-hot
ncoding when the values were not ordinal. Then any null values were
eplaced using an iterative imputation [39].

Key features were identified based on the PADM and where multiple
lements were required to describe a single perception or belief, aggre-
ate features were defined. Each key or aggregate feature was assigned
n acronym. The aggregate features and acronyms are available in Ta-
le 2, and the key individual behavioural features are given in Table 3.
he values of each key feature reflect how strongly an individual agrees
ith the given statement, larger values always mean a stronger level of
greement.
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Table 3
Key individual behavioural features and acronyms used.

Acronym Feature description

1–2C Likelihood of a category 1-2 cyclone
3–4C Likelihood of a category 3-4 cyclone
5C Likelihood of a category 5 cyclone
VA How visually appealing cyclone shutters are
AO The individual feels they could organise

cyclone shutter installation
GS The perceived level of financial support the

government would give in the event of a
cyclone

TF How often the individual thinks about
cyclones

IS Whether the individual has actively looked
for ways to minimise cyclone damage

The possibility of a cyclone makes the individual feel

S Stressed
F Fearful
H Helpless
D Depressed

Perceived damage caused by a

1–2S Category 1–2 cyclone
3–4S Category 3–4 cyclone
5S Category 5 cyclone

Likelihood to perform the following next cyclone season

TT Trim treetops and branches
CR Check property for rust and rotten timber
CW Check property walls and roof are secure
CF Check fencing is not loose or damaged
CG Clean gutters and down-pipes
Ply Put plywood up on glass windows/doors
SO Secure outdoor furniture and garden items
CY Clear yard of any loose items

Likelihood of the individual to install cyclone shutters

XU Extremely unlikely
MU Moderately unlikely
SU Slightly unlikely
N Neither likely nor unlikely
SL Slightly likely
ML Moderately likely
XL Extremely likely

4.4. Internal metric thresholds

The thresholds for each of the internal metrics and the cluster size
had to be set before the HyPersona framework was run. The thresholds
were designed not to be too strict, instead, to only rule out inadmissible
results. Any cluster with less than 5% of the data points was considered
too small, as such clusters were likely to be representing edge cases. The
AFS threshold was 15, as there were more than 30 key features, and
if there were, on average, less than 15 significantly different features
between clusters, the personas created from them were unlikely to
have significantly different behavioural features. For the other internal
metrics, SC values less than 0, CHI values less than 10, and DBI values
greater than 5 were all found to be indicative of poorly formed or
overlapping clusters. Algorithm–parameter combinations that did not
meet these thresholds were dropped by the HyPersona framework.

4.5. Domain-specific evaluation

The cluster sets that were not dropped by HyPersona or found to
be significantly similar to another cluster set were manually evaluated
to determine the best performer. How well each cluster aligns with the
PADM was determined using the graphs developed by HyPersona. That
is, whether the features that indicate the individual’s perceptions and
attitudes towards cyclones and cyclone preparatory behaviours explain
the individual’s motivation to perform preparatory behaviours. The
7

Table 4
HyPersona framework results.

ID SC CHI DBI AFS

agg_heir_v0 0.0663 38.141 3.3818 67.33
agg_heir_v1 0.0741 36.817 2.9288 53.67
agg_heir_v2a 0.1742 3.084 1.2825 16.50
agg_heir_v3a 0.1684 2.098 0.6768 0.00
kmeans_v0 0.0875 47.084 2.8595 58.00
kmeans_v1 0.0889 47.095 2.9145 60.67
nmf_v0 0.0429 26.947 3.3509 55.17
nmf_v1 0.0627 31.088 3.1030 56.33
nmf_v2 0.0655 30.114 3.0520 55.33
nmf_v3a 0.0207 6.873 3.5346 36.00
nmf_v4a 0.0207 6.873 3.5346 36.00
nmf_v5a 0.0207 6.873 3.5346 36.00

aThe algorithm–parameter combination was dropped by HyPersona.

cluster sets that did not align with PADM were ruled out and the re-
maining cluster sets were ranked based on how well each cluster aligns
with PADM. As the personas were intended for targeted messaging, to
be most effective, each persona should represent a discrete segment
of the population that would require different messaging to be most
effective. As such, how distinct the clusters within each set were was
also taken into account during ranking. After manual evaluation, the
algorithm–parameter combination that produced the cluster set that
ranked highest was selected as the best performer.

5. Results

The internal metrics of the cluster sets developed by the algorithm–
parameter combinations are given in Table 4. The top score of each
metric is given in bold, and the second-best score is italicized. All five
of the algorithm–parameter combinations that were dropped failed to
meet multiple thresholds. The dropped algorithm–parameter combina-
tions all failed to meet the CHI threshold of 10 and had created clusters
that contained less than 5% of the total data points. Additionally,
agg_heir_v3 also failed to meet the AFS threshold, with an average of 0
significant features.

Using the graphs and early-stage personas developed by HyPersona,
the clusters developed by kmeans_v1 and kmeans_v0 were found to be
functionally identical, as the minor differences between the clusters
developed would not have any impact on a set of personas developed.
As such only kmeans_v1, which had the higher internal metric values,
was considered. The graphs developed for agg_heir_v0, agg_heir_v1,
kmeans_v1, and nmf_v1 are given in Fig. 3. The clusters have been
re-ordered to allow for the most similar clusters to be compared to
one another. The cluster sets developed by agg_heir_v0 and kmeans_v1
were quite similar, with each of the clusters following similar overall
patterns, while the cluster set developed by nmf_v1 differed most
greatly.

Based on the internal metrics, the domain-specific evaluation fo-
cused on agg_heir_v0 and kmeans_v1 first, followed by agg_heir_v1, and
nmf_v1. Each cluster set was evaluated based upon how well it aligned
with behavioural theory, and how distinctive each prospective persona
would be was also considered during the domain-specific evaluation.
Through the domain-specific evaluation, kmeans_v1 was determined
to be the best performer. Compared to agg_heir_v1, k-means_v1 was
selected as the difference between likelihoods to install cyclone shutters
was more significant, and the average risk perceptions of each cluster
within the set were more distinct.

A set of three personas were developed based on the early-stage
personas produced by HyPersona for kmeans_v1. As there were no
significant differences in age, gender, marital status, or location be-
tween the clusters, those demographic factors were not included in
the final personas. The most important demographic factor was found
to be previous experience with cyclones and cyclone damage. Each
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Fig. 3. The graphs developed by HyPersona for the algorithm–parameter combinations agg_heir_v0, agg_heir_v1, kmeans_v1, and nmf_v1. Each set of graphs give the number of
standard deviations each of the key features are from the population mean for the centroid of each cluster.
persona was assigned an epithet to describe their attitude towards
performing damage mitigation behaviours leading up to a cyclone. The
three personas created are:

The Unconcerned (Cluster 0) Cyclones are not on the radar of the
unconcerned persona. The unconcerned persona is the least
likely to think about or discuss cyclones in their day-to-day
life or to have looked for methods to help prevent cyclone
damage. The unconcerned persona is the least likely to have
experienced a cyclone and has a relatively low perception of the
8

risk associated with cyclones. The unconcerned persona had the
lowest self-reported likelihood to perform any of the preparatory
behaviours or install structural upgrades to their property.

The Concerned (Cluster 1) The concerned persona is the most wor-
ried about a future cyclone. The concerned persona has the
highest level of cyclone risk perception, with the most signifi-
cant elements being the perceived impact of a cyclone on their
mental and physical well-being and the feelings of helplessness
and depression present when thinking about the possibility of
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a cyclone. The concerned persona spends the most time think-
ing about and discussing cyclones and is most likely to have
investigated ways to protect against a cyclone. The concerned
persona self-reported as most likely to perform all available
preparatory behaviours leading up to the next cyclone, and
has the highest motivation to install structural upgrades, such
as cyclone shutters. The concerned persona is most likely to
have previously experienced cyclone damage with 70% of the
individuals that make up the persona having reported receiving
cyclone damage. Of those, almost half reported having received
moderate or severe damage.

The Confident (Cluster 2) The confident persona has the lowest per-
ception of the risks associated with cyclones and the severity
of high category cyclones. Mirroring the concerned persona,
the confident persona differs most in their feelings of helpless-
ness and depression when thinking about a possible cyclone
and the perceived impact of a cyclone on their mental and
physical health. The confident persona self-reported being likely
to perform simple preparatory behaviours, but are less likely
to perform more difficult behaviours, such as putting up ply-
wood or installing structural upgrades, such as cyclone shutters.
The confident persona is most likely to have experienced a
cyclone without receiving any damage, as approximately 46.3%
of the individuals that make up the persona have experienced
a cyclone and received no damage. Of those who experienced
cyclone damage, they were least likely to have experienced
significant damage with only 12.9% of the individuals that make
up the persona having ever received moderate or severe damage.

6. Framework evaluation

HyPersona was applied to a real-world use case to demonstrate
its ability to be effectively applied to persona development problems.
Through the application of the HyPersona framework and the results
found, HyPersona can be evaluated by how well it answers the research
questions.

6.1. How effective is the use of thresholds based on internal metrics at ruling
out algorithm–parameter combinations?

Five of the twelve algorithm–parameter combinations used, or just
over 40%, were dropped as they did not meet the required thresholds.
The dropped algorithm–parameter combinations had created heav-
ily imbalanced clusters, with the clusters not meeting the minimum
size threshold of 5% of the total data. Additionally, although not
tested for, all the dropped algorithm–parameter combinations devel-
oped one cluster that contained more than 90% of the total data
points. In comparison, the sizes of clusters that were developed by the
algorithm–parameter combinations that were not dropped were more
balanced. The size of each cluster created by each algorithm–parameter
combination is given in Table 5.

As a result of the size imbalance, the clusters developed do not differ
in a statistically significant way. The large clusters contain nearly all of
the data points, and thus sit extremely close to the population mean.
While the values of the small clusters differ greatly, due to their small
sizes the differences were rarely statistically significant. This is reflected
in the AFS of the dropped algorithm–parameter combinations being
the lowest, with agg_heir_v3 not meeting the required threshold. The
CHI also acts as an indicator of how well balanced the cluster sizes
are, as none of the dropped algorithm–parameter combinations met the
minimum CHI threshold.

Alternately, two of the dropped algorithm–parameter combinations
performed quite well in terms of the SC and DBI, with agg_heir_v2 and
agg_heir_v3 together achieving the best and second-best values for both
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DBI and SC. Without using the internal metrics or cluster sizes to rule
Table 5
Algorithm–parameter combination cluster sizes.

ID Cluster 0 Cluster 1 Cluster 2

agg_heir_v0 131 186 202
agg_heir_v1 245 242 32
agg_heir_v2a 515 3 1
agg_heir_v3a 517 1 1
kmeans_v0 80 223 216
kmeans_v1 93 223 203
nmf_v0 239 35 245
nmf_v1 143 52 324
nmf_v2 124 52 343
nmf_v3a 479 9 31
nmf_v4a 479 9 31
nmf_v5a 479 9 31

aThe algorithm–parameter combination was dropped by HyPersona.

Table 6
Pearson’s correlation coefficient between internal metrics.

SC CHI DBI AFS

SC 1.000
CHI −0.112 1.000
DBI −0.954 0.342 1.000
AFS −0.526 0.864 0.733 1.000

out the incompatible algorithm–parameter combinations, agg_heir_v2
and agg_heir_v3 would have been considered based upon their SC and
DBI scores. The dropped algorithm–parameter combinations would not
have created quality personas. Thus, by automatically dropping 40% of
the algorithm–parameter combinations, considerable manual time and
effort was saved.

6.2. Is AFS a useful internal metric that provides alternate insights to
existing internal metrics?

The algorithm–parameter combinations that scored best in AFS
differ from the best performing algorithm–parameter combinations
according to the other internal metrics.

Table 6 gives the Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient between each of
the internal metrics based on the results of the HyPersona framework.
A level of correlation was expected between the internal metrics as
they were all rewarding similar traits in cluster sets. That is, all the
internal metrics prefer well separated, convex clusters. The strongest
correlation was between the SC and DBI, while the weakest correlation
was between the SC and CHI. AFS has a moderate correlation to the SC
and a strong correlation to both the CHI and DBI. However, the results
of AFS were different enough to the existing internal metrics not to be
redundant.

The algorithm–parameter combination that achieved the best AFS
score, agg_heir_v0, achieved more mediocre scores in the other internal
metrics, however, the domain-specific evaluation found agg_heir_v0 to
be a serious contender. While, the algorithm–parameter combination
that was determined to be the best performer, kmeans_v1, had the
second best AFS score. The AFS score was also a primary reason why
nmf_v1 was considered, which demonstrated interesting differences
from the other algorithm–parameter combinations.

AFS was found to provide insight and information on cluster quality
not otherwise present in existing internal metrics that were important
to selecting relevant cluster sets for persona development. As such, AFS
proved to be a useful addition to the hyperparameter tuning frame-
work. Other problem areas where having distinct cluster centroids are

important, may also benefit from applying AFS.
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Fig. 4. Results of the Hypercluster [10] framework: heat map of the internal metrics.

6.3. How does the selection of algorithm–parameter combination based
on the hypersona framework differ from that based on an automated
framework using an internal metric?

Without any ground-truth values available, a fully automated hy-
perparameter tuning framework relies on internal metrics to determine
the best performing algorithm. Based purely on an individual internal
metric, an automated hyperparameter tuning method using the SC
would select agg_heir_v2, a method based on the DBI would select
agg_heir_v3, and a method based on the CHI would select kmeans_v1.
As such, a framework based on the SC or DBI would give poor results,
as both algorithm–parameter combinations selected by these metrics
were ruled out by the proposed framework. While acting as a very
useful guide, the algorithm with the best AFS, agg_heir_v0, also was
not chosen as the best performing algorithm although agg_heir_v0 did
produce an acceptable set of clusters for persona development.

Alternately, the algorithm–parameter combination that performed
the best according to the CHI was selected by the proposed framework
as the best performer. Additionally, once minimum thresholds were
applied the next best SC score achieved is by kmeans_v1, and the best
DBI score was achieved by kmeans_v0 which was found to be almost
identical to kmeans_v1. This suggests that by using a combination of
internal metrics and ruling out algorithm–parameter combinations that
do not meet minimum thresholds the internal metrics may be reliable
predictors of persona quality.

Hyperparameter tuning was also performed on the data set using the
Hypercluster [10] framework with the same algorithm and parameter
combinations. Hypercluster develops a heat map to graphically display
the quality of a range of internal metrics, which has been given in
Fig. 4. One important note in interpreting the heat map developed by
Hypercluster is that it does not adjust for the fact that the closer the DBI
score is to 0, the better quality the clusters are, which is the opposite
of the other internal metrics. As such, in only the DBI row, the lower
z-score is the better result.

Based on the heat map, when considering all the evaluation methods
either k-means initialization appears to be the best performer, followed
by AHC with single or average linkage. This was quite similar to the
results found by the HyPersona framework, which was expected as a
similar set of internal metrics were applied to the data in both cases.
Other than providing an in-built tool for visualisation of the internal
metrics, Hypercluster does not provide any additional information to
the proposed semi-automated framework and still relies on the manual
identification and selection of the best performing algorithm–parameter
combination. As such, the Hypercluster framework does not give any
insights into the nature and content of the clusters.

As there were no minimum thresholds applied or other information
given by Hypercluster, determining the best performer was more diffi-
cult. For example, AHC with Ward’s linkage, agg_heir_v0, and AHC with
single linkage, agg_heir_v3, performed well in different internal metrics
but overall appear to have performed similarly. However, AHC with
single linkage, agg_heir_v3, was dropped by HyPersona due to cluster
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size, the CHI score, and the AFS score. As such, when using Hyperclus-
ter manual evaluation of AHC with single linkage, agg_heir_v3, would
be required. Additionally, the heat map developed by Hypercluster
only shows minimal differences between AHC with wards linkage,
agg_heir_v0, and AHC with complete linkage, agg_heir_v1. By com-
paring the graphs developed for agg_heir_v0 and agg_heir_v1, both of
which can be found in Fig. 3, it is apparent that the difference in linkage
used had a significant impact on the clusters developed and thus the
personas that would be developed.

Internal metrics cannot be solely used to identify the quality of a
set of clusters for a specific purpose, such as persona development.
Applying the Hypercluster framework for hyperparameter tuning of
clustering algorithms requires significantly more manual intervention
than applying HyPersona. The graphs developed by HyPersona simplify
the manual evaluation process, saving considerable time compared to
methods that only provide insights into the internal metrics.

Existing methods such as Hypercluster [10] still require manual,
domain-specific evaluation for their effective application however do
not facilitate this evaluation. HyPersona extends upon this approach by
outputting relevant information and visualisations to assist in the effi-
cient domain-specific evaluation and streamline the evaluation process
by eliminating cluster sets that were not appropriate for the use case.
As such, the algorithm–parameter combination chosen by HyPersona is
assured to be useful and relevant to the use case.

7. Conclusion

The clustering algorithm and parameters used to solve a clustering
problem greatly affects the solution reached and clusters developed.
As such hyperparameter tuning is essential when applying a clustering
algorithm to a problem. However, the subjective nature of cluster
evaluation makes hyperparameter tuning difficult to automate, result-
ing in a time consuming, tedious process. Previous approaches to
automated hyperparameter tuning for clustering have relied on having
some ground truth labels available, moving the problem out of the
unsupervised space, or on internal metrics, which are known to be
biased and unreliable.

This paper proposed and tested a semi-automated framework for the
hyperparameter tuning of clustering algorithms for persona develop-
ment, the HyPersona framework. HyPersona uses an exhaustive grid
search to verify all possible algorithm–parameter combinations against
a set of naive evaluation thresholds. Easy-to-use graphs and metrics
are then outputted for each valid algorithm–parameter combination
which can then be used for effective comparison and domain-specific
evaluation. As part of HyPersona, a new internal metric, AFS, was
proposed. The AFS was found to provide insights into the cluster quality
that were not present with existing internal metrics and acted as an
indicator of cluster quality for persona development. Although targeted
towards persona development, the HyPersona framework and the AFS
metric could both be applied to a wide range of use cases.

HyPersona was tested through application to the real-world use
case of developing personas to facilitate the targeting of information
around cyclone preparatory behaviours. The three most prominent clus-
tering algorithms in the persona development field were applied to this
problem: AHC, k-means, and NMF. K-means with random initialisation
was found to be the most effective solution and a set of 3 personas
representing prominent attitudes towards cyclones and risk mitiga-
tion behaviours was developed. The comparison of algorithm results
from the various algorithm–parameter combination demonstrated the
importance of hyperparameter tuning in persona development method-
ologies. The HyPersona framework and personas developed were vali-
dated against an existing hyperparameter tuning framework for cluster-
ing, Hypercluster. HyPersona was found to facilitate the development
of relevant, deep personas while minimising the amount of manual
intervention required.
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